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1 The form (3)2 of function g(h) has been proposed b
later (independently) by Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004).Convexity of a yield function (or phase-transformation function) and its relations to convexity of the cor-
responding yield surface (or phase-transformation surface) is essential to the invention, deﬁnition and
comparison with experiments of new yield (or phase-transformation) criteria. This issue was previously
addressed only under the hypothesis of smoothness of the surface, but yield surfaces with corners (for
instance, the Hill, Tresca or Coulomb–Mohr yield criteria) are known to be of fundamental importance
in plasticity theory. The generalization of a proposition relating convexity of the function and the corre-
sponding surface to nonsmooth yield and phase-transformation surfaces is provided in this paper,
together with the (necessary to the proof) extension of a theorem on nonsmooth elastic potential func-
tions. While the former of these generalizations is crucial for yield and phase-transformation functions,
the latter may ﬁnd applications for potential energy functions describing phase-transforming materials, or
materials with discontinuous locking in tension, or contact of a body with a discrete elastic/frictional
support.
 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.2 The stress invariants p, q and h are deﬁned by1. Introduction
1.1. Yield or phase-transformation functions
Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) have proposed a new yield (or
phase-transformation) function within the class of isotropic func-
tions of the stress tensor r deﬁned by
FðrÞ ¼ f ðpÞ þ q
gðhÞ ; ð1Þ
in which, having deﬁned
U ¼ pþ c
pc þ c
; ð2Þ
the meridian and deviatoric functions take the form1
f ðpÞ ¼ Mpc
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðUUmÞ½2ð1 aÞUþ a
p
; U 2 ½0;1;
þ1; U R ½0;1;
(
1
gðhÞ ¼ cos b
p
6
 cos
1ðc cos 3hÞ
3
 
; ð3Þll rights reserved.
: +39 0461882599.
y Podgórski (1984, 1985) andrespectively, where p, q and h are stress invariants. 2
To preserve convexity of the yield surface, the seven material
parameters deﬁning the meridian shape function f(p) and the devi-
atoric shape function g(h) are restricted to range within the follow-
ing intervals:
M > 0; pc > 0; cP 0; 0 < a < 2; m > 1;
0 6 b 6 2; 0 6 c 6 1: ð6Þ
The interest in the above yield function and in the more general
class of functions (1) lies in the fact that they can model the behav-
ior of many materials of engineering importance, such as ceramic
(Piccolroaz et al., 2006) and metal (Bier and Hartmann, 2006; Hart-
mann and Bier, 2008; Heisserer et al., 2008) powders, metals (Hu
and Wang, 2005; Wierzbicki et al., 2005; Coppola and Folgarait,
2007), high strength alloys (for instance, Inconnel 718) (Bai and
Wierzbicki, 2008), shape memory alloys (for instance, NiTi, NiAl,
CuZnGa, or CuAlNi) (Raniecki and Mróz, 2008), concrete (Babuap ¼  trr
3
; q ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3J2
p
; h ¼ 1
3
arccos
3
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
J3
J3=22
 !
; ð4Þ
where J2 and J3 the second and third invariant of the deviatoric stress S
J2 ¼
1
2
trS2; J3 ¼
1
3
trS3; S ¼ r trr
3
I; ð5Þ
in which I is the identity tensor.
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Fig. 1. Examples of yield surfaces with corners obtained within the general class of yield function (1), namely F(r) = fc/g(p/3) + q/g(h) with the Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004)
deviatoric function, Eq. (3)2, taking c = 1. (a) Deviatoric section: b = 0,0.5,1,1.5,2. (b) Yield surface in the biaxial plane r1/ft vs. r2/ft, with r3 = 0: b = 0,0.5,1,1.5,2; ft and fc
denote tensile and compressive uniaxial yield stress, respectively.
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and Tshibangu, 2007; DorMohammadi and Khoei, 2008; Maiolino,
2005; Mortara, 2008; Sheldon et al., 2006). Moreover, Eq. (1) can be
used as a general expression to set the condition for phase-trans-
formations, for instance, to determine the stress threshold for mar-
tensitic or austenitic transformation (Raniecki and Lexcellent,
1998; Lexcellent et al., 2002).
1.2. Convexity of yield or phase-transformation functions
With reference to the class of functions (1), Bigoni and Piccolro-
az (2004) have proved a general proposition providing necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions relating convexity of the yield function
to convexity of the corresponding yield surface in the Haigh-West-
ergaard stress space (or principal stresses representation),3 a cru-
cial property in the development of new expressions for yield or
phase-transformation criteria. This proof is based on both the
hypotheses of smoothness of the function g(h),4 and validity of the
smoothness border conditions g0(0) = 0 and g0(p/3) = 0,5 while as no-
ticed by Laydi and Lexcellent (2009),6 the class of functions (1) –
even under the particularizations (3), but allowing parameter c to
become equal to 1 – may describe deviatoric yield surfaces with cor-
ners (Fig. 1), in which case the conditions for convexity provided by
Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) remain only necessary but not sufﬁ-
cient.7 Since the convexity proposition is fundamental in developing
new yield or phase-transformation criteria – and, generally speaking,
convexity is the basis of extremum principles in mechanics (see for
instance Duvaut and Lions, 1976; Noble and Sewell, 1972), it has
immediately attracted a strong attention (Taillard et al., 2008; Laydi
and Lexcellent, 2009; Lavernhe-Taillard et al., 2009; Saint-Sulpice
et al., 2009; Valoroso and Rosati, 2009). Therefore, the convexity
proposition is deﬁnitely important in analyzing yield criteria with
corners, so that it becomes imperative a generalization to non-3 Four years later, exactly the same result has been independently obtained using a
different route by Raniecki and Mróz (2008).
4 The function F(r) given by Eq. (1) is always nonsmooth along the hydrostatic axis.
However, this fact has no consequences on convexity, as shown in Lemma 4.1. The
fact that f
0
(p) blows up to inﬁnity when p tends to pc and c, Eq. (3)1, is the only
possibility to obtain smooth closures at the hydrostatic axis.
5 These smoothness conditions were clearly stated by Raniecki and Mróz (2008),
but omitted by Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004).
6 See Appendix A.2 for a detailed discussion and criticism of the results obtained by
Laydi and Lexcellent (2009).
7 It should be noted from Fig. 1 that, although the function g(h) is smooth, the
border conditions are g0(0) < 0 and g0(p/3) > 0, so that there are corners (yet the yield
surface still results convex, see Theorem 4.1).smooth deviatoric yield surfaces, which is obtained in the present
article (Theorem 4.3, Section 4).
The generalization of the Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) proposi-
tion requires the generalization to nonregular functions of a theo-
rem given by Hill (1968) regarding convexity of elastic strain
potentials. In particular, Hill (1968) has shown that convexity of
a smooth scalar isotropic function of a second-order symmetric
tensor (a symmetric strain measure in his case) is equivalent to
the convexity of the corresponding function of the principal values
(the principal stretches in his case). The Hill’s theorem is of funda-
mental importance, since in many cases (for instance for the Og-
den, 1982 constitutive equations for rubber elasticity and the so-
called ‘‘J2-deformation theory materials”, Neale, 1981) constitutive
equations of ﬁnitely-strained elastic materials are formulated with
reference to the principal stretches and not with reference to the
tensorial quantities, so that this theorem is usually reported in
books (see for instance Ogden, 1984). Bigoni and Piccolroaz
(2004) have recognized that the Hill’s theorem can be useful also
for yield functions in plasticity theory, indeed the theorem has
been duplicated (with a slightly different proof, without mention-
ing Hill’s theorem) in the context of elastoplasticity by Yang
(1980). However, until now no generalization of the Hill’s theorem
to nonregular functions has ever been given. Such a generalization
may be relevant for elastic strain energy functions describing
phase-transformation materials, or for elastic potential functions
describing contact with discrete elastic asperities, or materials
with discontinuous locking in tension (Fig. 2), but it is certainly
of great interest for yield functions, which are often nonsmooth
(for instance Hill, 1950, Tresca and Coulomb-Mohr). The general-
ization is provided in Section 3 and is the basis for the subsequent
generalization of the Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) proposition
to yield criteria (or transforming functions) with corners
(Section 4).
2. On smoothness of yield (or phase-transformation) functions
The conditions for smoothness of function F(r), Eq. (1), can be
obtained by analyzing the gradient of F(r),
@F
@r
¼ 1
3
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ﬃﬃﬃ
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ﬃﬃﬃ
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Fig. 3. Plot of the function bH , Eq. (13), in the deviatoric plane. Axes r^1; r^2; r^3 are the
projections of the principal stress axes onto the deviatoric plane.
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Fig. 2. Contact with a nonlinear constraint. For u < u* the behavior is linear elastic,
while at u = u* and u = u stiffness becomes inﬁnite due to contact with frictional
asperities obeying a rigid-plastic Coulomb rule. Although the sketched model is
intrinsically inelastic, a representation restricted to the loading branch could be
described by a continuous, convex and nonsmooth potential, for which Theorem 3.1
applies. In tension, a behavior similar to that sketched on the right would
correspond to a discontinuous locking mechanism of a material.
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 ~S is discontinuous along the hydrostatic axis, but this disconti-
nuity does not affect convexity of F(r), see Lemma 4.1;
 ~S? is discontinuous along the hyperplanes deﬁned by h = 0 and
h = p/3. This discontinuity can be eliminated for functions g such
that
g0 ¼ 0 at h ¼ 0 and h ¼ p=3
ðsmoothness border conditions of the deviatoric sectionÞ ð9Þ
which is the case of many yield functions, for instance, all yield
functions described by Eq. (3)2 when 0 6 c < 1. The analysis of
the nonsmooth case, at h = 0 and h = p/3, is the main target of
the present article and leads to Theorem 4.1, which is general-
ized into Theorem 4.2 which ﬁnally leads to Theorem 4.3.
We analyse now smoothness of the deviatoric part q/g(h) as a
function of S1,S2, where S1,S2 denote two principal values of the
deviatoric stress. Assuming that g(h) is continuous and strictly po-
sitive in [0,p/3], and smooth everywhere in (0,p/3), the gradient of
q/g(h) with respect to the variables S1,S2 is given by
@q=gðhÞ
@Si
¼ 1
gðhÞ
@q
@Si
 q g
0ðhÞ
g2ðhÞ
@h
@Si
; i ¼ 1;2; ð10Þ
where8
@q
@Si
¼ 3
2q
½2Si  ð1Þimi; i ¼ 1;2; ð11Þ
@h
@Si
¼ 3
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2q2
H^ðS1; S2Þmi; i ¼ 1;2; ð12Þ
in which the indices are not summed and the vectorm has the com-
ponents: {m} = {S2,S1}.
The function bH(S1,S2) is a piecewise constant function deﬁned
by
H^ðS1; S2Þ ¼ ðS1  S2Þð2S1 þ S2ÞðS1 þ 2S2Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðS1  S2Þ2ð2S1 þ S2Þ2ðS1 þ 2S2Þ2
q
¼ sign½ðS1  S2Þð2S1 þ S2ÞðS1 þ 2S2Þ; ð13Þ
which takes the values 1 or 1 only, Fig. 3. We may note from Fig. 3
that the function bH(S1,S2) is discontinuous along the projections of
the principal stress axes on the deviatoric plane:8 Note that there is a misprint in (Bigoni and Piccolroaz, 2004): their equation (39)1
should be replaced by Eq. (11).axis r^1 : fS1;S1=2;S1=2g;
if S1 > 0 then h ¼ 0; if S1 < 0 then h ¼ p=3;
axis r^2 : fS2=2; S2;S2=2g;
if S2 > 0 then h ¼ 0; if S2 < 0 then h ¼ p=3;
axis r^3 : fS3=2;S3=2; S3g;
if S3 > 0 then h ¼ 0; if S3 < 0 then h ¼ p=3:
ð14Þ
Accordingly,
the function q/g(h) is smooth if and only if g(h) is smooth every-
where in (0,p/3) and g0(0) = g0(p/3) = 0, see Fig. 4.
3. Nonsmooth, convex and isotropic functions
With reference to elastic potential of ﬁnite-strain constitutive
equations, Hill (1968) has proven that convexity of a smooth scalar
isotropic function of a second-order symmetric tensor (a symmet-
ric strain measure in his case) is equivalent to the convexity of the
corresponding function of the principal values (the principal
stretches in his case). The Hill’s theorem is of fundamental impor-
tance, since in many cases constitutive equations of ﬁnitely-
strained elastic materials are formulated with reference to the
principal stretches and not with reference to the tensorial quanti-
ties, see for instance Ogden (1984). Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004)
have evidenced that the Hill’s theorem also applies to yield func-
tions in elastoplasticity theory.
Until now, no generalization of the Hill’s theorem to nonsmooth
function has ever been given. As mentioned in the Introduction,
such a generalization may be relevant for elastic strain energy
functions describing phase-transformation materials (although in
those cases usually nonconvexity is employed), or for potential
functions describing discontinuous locking in tension, or contact
with discrete elastic springs (as explained in Fig. 2, where contact
of a rigid punch with a linear elastic set of springs having different
heights and rigid/frictional devices is envisaged. The loading
branch of this model can be described through a piecewise linear
and convex strain energy function).
In any case, the generalization of the Hill’s theorem is certainly
of great interest for yield functions, which are often nonsmooth, as
for instance in the cases of the Hill (1950), Tresca, modiﬁed-Tresca,
and Coulomb–Mohr yield surfaces. The generalization is provided
in this section.
We begin with a simple lemma.
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Fig. 4. Conditions for smoothness of the yield surface deviatoric section. (a) At h = 0: g0(0) = 0. (b) At h = p/3: g0(p/3) = 0.
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argument rij 2 Sym and the corresponding function ~/ written with
reference to the principal values ri:
/ðr11;r22;r33;r12;r13;r23Þ ¼ ~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ;
then, due to isotropy, the following equality holds:
~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ ¼ /ðr1;r2;r3;0; 0;0Þ; ð15Þ
so that ~/ is the restriction of / to the subdomain of diagonal tensors.
Proof. The property (15) is easily proven by the following consid-
eration. The isotropy of /(r) implies that the function /(r) is equal
to a function /^ of the invariants of r,
/ðr11;r22;r33;r12;r13;r23Þ ¼ /^ðtrr; trr2; trr3Þ;
and thus
~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ ¼ /^ðtrr; trr2; trr3Þ ¼ /ðr1;r2;r3;0; 0;0Þ: 
We need now to introduce the notion of subdifferential (or sub-
gradient), which will be used in the sequel for the generalization of
the Hill (1968) theorem to nonsmooth functions.
A function / : U#Rn ! R is convex if and only if the
subdifferential
@/ðX0Þ ¼ Q 2 Rn : /ðXÞ  /ðX0ÞP Q  ðX  X0Þ; 8X 2 Uf g; ð16Þ
is deﬁned and nonempty at every point X0 of its domain U.
Note that although the subgradient is a set of vectors, in the se-
quel we shall denote with the term ‘‘subgradient” both the set it-
self and its elements.
The following lemma, necessary to the proof of Theorem 3.1, is
similar to the analogous given by Hill (1968), but now it has been
generalized and extended to nonsmooth isotropic functions.
Lemma 3.2. Given a convex function of the principal stresses,
~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ, the algebraic order of components of the subgradient
(Q1,Q2,Q3) at (r1,r2,r3) is the same as (r1,r2,r3).
Proof. From the strict convexity of ~/, it follows thatX3
i¼1
ðQi  Q0i Þðri  r0i Þ > 0; ð17Þ
8ðQ1;Q2;Q3Þ 2 @~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ and 8ðQ01;Q02;Q03Þ 2 @~/ðr01;r02;r03Þ.
Choosing ðr02;r01;r03Þ ¼ ðr1;r2;r3Þ and taking into account isotropy,
it follows that
ðQ1  Q2Þðr1  r2Þ > 0; ð18Þ
and similarly for each of the other pairs. It follows that the vector
(Q1,Q2,Q3) is ordered in the same algebraic order as (r1,r2,r3), aproperty which remains true also assuming convexity ‘‘P” instead
of strict convexity ‘‘>”. h
Note also that we will make use in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of
an auxiliary property of the scalar product between two symmetric
tensors, ﬁrst noticed by Hill (1968):
‘‘if their eigenvalues are given, but their axes are directly arbi-
trarily, the product attains its greatest value when the major and
minor axes are pairwise coincident”.
We refer to Appendix A.1 for a detailed discussion and proof of
this auxiliary property.
Theorem 3.1 (extension of the Hill, 1968 theorem to nonregular
functions). Convexity of an isotropic (not necessarily smooth) func-
tion of a symmetric (stress) tensor r is equivalent to convexity of the
corresponding function of the principal (stress) values ri (i = 1,2,3). In
symbols, given:
/ðrÞ ¼ ~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ; ð19Þ
then "r 2 Sym,
9Q 2 Sym : /ðr0Þ  /ðrÞP Q  r0  rð Þ 8r0 2 Sym; ð20Þ
m
9ðQ1;Q2;Q3Þ 2 R3 : ~/ðr01;r02;r03Þ  ~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ
P
X3
i¼1
Qi r0i  ri
  8ðr01;r02;r03Þ 2 R3: ð21Þ
Proof. The proof that (20)) (21) follows immediately from the
property (15). The converse (21)) (20) is not trivial and is proven
in the following.
We denote by (r1,r2,r3) the principal values of a given r and
by (Q1,Q2,Q3) the subgradient of ~/ at (r1,r2,r3). We deﬁne now
Q 2 Sym to be
Q ¼ Q1q1  q1 þ Q2q2  q2 þ Q3q3  q3;
where {q1,q2,q3} is any orthonormal basis of R3. Then, assuming
that ðr01;r02;r03Þ are numbered in the same algebraic order as
(r1,r2,r3), and since from Lemma 3.2 we know that the algebraic
order of (Q1,Q2,Q3) is also the same as (r1,r2,r3), the auxiliary
property of the scalar product (proven in Appendix A.1), implies
that
X3
i¼1
Qi r0i  ri
 
P Q  ðr0  rÞ 8r0 2 Sym: ð22Þ
Since, by hypothesis, the following equation holds true:
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P
X3
i¼1
Qi r0i  ri
  8ðr01;r02;r03Þ 2 R3; ð23Þ
Eq. (22) guarantees that Q 2 @/(r), so that /(r) results to be
convex. h9 Note that there is a misprint in Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004): their equation (43)1
should be replaced by Eq. (34)1.4. Convexity of yield functions with corners
We begin with proving that the discontinuity of the yield func-
tion gradient along the hydrostatic axis (see Eq. (8)) is inconse-
quential on convexity.
Lemma 4.1. The convexity of the function q/g(h) is unaffected by the
fact that ~S and ~S? deﬁned in Eq. (8) are discontinuous along the
hydrostatic axis, where S1 = S2 = 0.
Proof. From the deﬁnition of convexity, it follows that (van Tiel,
1984) q/g(h) is convex at (S1,S2) () for every line t through
(S1,S2), the restriction to t of q/g(h) is convex.
Let us consider all deviatoric lines through the point
{S1 = 0,S2 = 0}, these can be represented (using parameter  and
slope k) as {,k}. The restriction of q/g(h) to these lines is a
function h(), whose derivative with respect to  is
h0ðÞ ¼ rq
g
 q g
0
g2
rh
 
 f1; kg; ð24Þ
where r denotes the gradient taken with respect to the variables
{S1,S2}, so that, since rh  {1,k} = 0 and
q ¼ jj
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ kþ k2
q
; rq ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
signﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ kþ k2
p f2þ k;1þ 2kg; ð25Þ
we obtain
h0ðÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sign
g
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1þ kþ k2
q
: ð26Þ
At a singular point, convexity requires that
lim
!0
h0ðÞ < lim
!0þ
h0ðÞ; ð27Þ
which is always satisﬁed, so that the discontinuities in ~S and ~S?
along the hydrostatic axis are inconsequential on convexity. h
With reference to the deviatoric part q/g(h) of the yield function
(1), we give now necessary and sufﬁcient conditions (Theorem 4.1)
for equivalence between convexity of yield function and convexity
of yield surface. To this purpose, we ﬁrst need the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Given a generic isotropic function / of the stress that can
be expressed as
~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ ¼ /^ðS1; S2Þ; ð28Þ
where S1 and S2 are two of the principal components of the deviatoric
stress, i.e.
S1 ¼ 13 2r1  r2  r3ð Þ; S2 ¼
1
3
r1 þ 2r2  r3ð Þ; ð29Þ
convexity of ~/ðr1;r2;r3Þ is equivalent to convexity of /^ðS1; S2Þ.
Proof. This proposition follows immediately from the fact that the
relation (29) between {S1,S2} and {r1,r2,r3} is linear. h
The following theorem is the generalization of Lemma 3 by Big-
oni and Piccolroaz (2004) to the case of nonsmooth deviatoric sec-
tions of the yield surface. Note that the difference between the two
versions of the theorem lies on the two conditions g0(0) 6 0 andg0(p/3)P 0. A consequence of the following theorem is that the
convexity conditions by Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) are only sufﬁ-
cient (but not necessary) for convexity of smooth functions (see
Appendix A.2).
Theorem 4.1 (convexity of nonsmooth deviatoric representation
q/g(h) vs. convexity of the deviatoric section of the yield sur-
face). Assuming that g(h) is continuous and strictly positive in [0,p/3]
and twice-differentiable everywhere in (0,p/3), convexity of
q
gðhÞ ð30Þ
as a function of S1,S2 is equivalent to the convexity of the deviatoric
section in the Haigh-Westergaard space:
g2 þ 2g02  gg00 P 0 8h 2 ð0;p=3Þ and g0ð0Þ 6 0; g0ðp=3ÞP 0:
ð31Þ
Proof. Let us deﬁneX as the set of all points {S1,S2} not on the axes
r^1; r^2; r^3, see Eq. (14). The theorem is proven ﬁrst (point 1 below)
by showing local convexity at all points of X (regular points) and,
second (point 2 below), considering the points of @X, i.e. the axes
r^1; r^2; r^3, where the function has corners (singular points).
(1) Local convexity in X (for which 0 < h < p/3).
The function q/g(h) is C2(X), so that we can apply the convexity
criterion based on the Hessian. The Hessian of the function (30) is
@2q=gðhÞ
@Si@Sj
¼ 1
g3
g2
@2q
@Si@Sj
þ qð2g02  gg00Þ @h
@Si
@h
@Sj
"
 gg0 @q
@Si
@h
@Sj
þ @q
@Sj
@h
@Si
þ q @
2h
@Si@Sj
 !#
; ð32Þ
where i and j range between 1 and 2 and all functions q and h are to
be understood as functions of S1 and S2 only. The Hessian of q may
be easily calculated to be
@2q
@Si@Sj
¼ 27
4q3
mimj;
where indices are not summed and {m} = {S2,S1}. The Hessian of h
becomes
@2h
@Si@Sj
¼ 1
3 sin3h
cos 3h
sin2 3h
@ cos 3h
@Si
@ cos 3h
@Sj
þ @
2 cos 3h
@Si@Sj
 !
;
so that
@q
@Si
@h
@Sj
þ @q
@Sj
@h
@Si
þ q @
2h
@Si@Sj
¼ 1
3 sin3h
@2q cos 3h
@Si@Sj
 cos 3h @
2q
@Si@Sj
"
þq cos 3h
sin2 3h
@ cos 3h
@Si
@ cos 3h
@Sj

; ð33Þ
where9
@ cos 3h
@Si
¼ 9
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sin 3h
2q2
H^ðS1; S2Þmi; @
2q cos 3h
@Si@Sj
¼ 272 J3
q6
mimj: ð34Þ
A substitution of (34) into (33) yields
@q
@Si
@h
@Sj
þ @q
@Sj
@h
@Si
þ q @
2h
@Si@Sj
¼ 0; ð35Þ
so that we may conclude that the Hessian (32) can be written as
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^
2
σ
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2
/ f c
^
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(smooth)
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a b
Fig. 5. Yield surface deviatoric sections presenting corners for values of h internal to the interval (0,p/3): (a) Yield criterion proposed by Hill (1950), described by Eq. (41). (b)
Yield criterion described by Eq. (42).
10 Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) have noted that the Hill criterion cannot be
expressed by the function g(h), Eq. (3)2, deﬁned on the whole interval h 2 [0,p/3]
through a unique value of parameter b.
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@Si@Sj
¼ 27
4
g2 þ 2g02  gg00 
q3g3
mimj; ð36Þ
from which condition g2 + 2g02  gg00 P 0 is immediately obtained.
(2) Local convexity on @X (for which h = 0 or h = p/3).
We consider in the following only the axis r^1, since the proof
remains strictly similar for the other axes.
(2.1) Case h = 0.
A line t through the point (1,  1/2) has the parametric
representation fð1þ ;1=2þ kÞj 2 Rg, where  is the parameter
and k is the slope of the line. Using this representation, the
restriction to t of q/g(h) is a function h(), whose derivative is given
by Eq. (24). From the limits
q! 3=2; rq! f3=2; 0g and rh
!  1þ 2kj1þ 2kj
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p f1;2g as ! 0; ð37Þ
we derive
h0ð0Þ ¼
3
2gð0Þ 	
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
j1þ 2kj g
0ð0Þ
g2ð0Þ ð38Þ
so that the convexity condition for h() at  = 0, namely,
h0ð0Þ < h0þð0Þ is equivalent to g0(0) < 0.
(2.2) Case h = p/3.
A line t through the point (1,1/2) has the representation
fð1þ ;1=2þ kÞj 2 Rg, where k is the slope of the line. Using
this representation, the restriction to t of q/g(h) is a function h(),
whose derivative is given by Eq. (24). From the limits
q! 3=2; rq! f3=2;0g and rh
! 	 1þ 2kj1þ 2kj
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p f1;2g as ! 0; ð39Þ
we derive
h0ð0Þ ¼ 
3
2gðp=3Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
j1þ 2kj g
0ðp=3Þ
g2ðp=3Þ ; ð40Þ
so that the convexity condition for h() at  = 0, h0ð0Þ < h0þð0Þ is
equivalent to g0(p/3) > 0.
Since q/g(h) is locally convex in the sets X and @X, the proof is
concluded by noting that X [ @X represents the whole deviatoric
plane, so that q/g(h) is globally convex. h
There are yield surfaces, for instance that proposed by Hill
(1950), see Fig. 5(a), presenting corners for values of h internal to
the interval (0,p/3). In particular, assuming a piecewise-smoothfunction g(h), the Hill (1950) criterion can be formulated within
the general class of yield functions (1), namely,10 introducing the
yield stress in uniaxial compressionfc, by F(r) =  fc + q/g(h), where
1
gðhÞ ¼
cos  13 cos1ðcos 3hÞ
	 

; 0 6 h 6 p=6;
cos p3  13 cos1ðcos 3hÞ
	 

; p=6 < h 6 p=3:
(
ð41Þ
Another example of a deviatoric section with corners in h = 0,
h = p/3, and h = h1 = 7p/30 is given by F(r) = fc/g(p/3) + q/g(h),
with
gðhÞ ¼
cos p=12 1=3 cos1ðcos 3h1Þ
	 

cos p=12 1=3 cos1ðcos 3hÞ	 
 ; 0 6 h 6 h1;
cos p=4 1=3 cos1ðcos 3h1Þ
	 

cos p=4 1=3 cos1ðcos 3hÞ	 
 ; h1 < h 6 p=3;
8>>><>>>:
ð42Þ
which is plotted in Fig. 5(b).
It is clear from the above examples that employing the function
g(h) deﬁned by Eq. (3)2, with different values of parameter b on a
ﬁnite number of subintervals of h 2 [0,p/3], it is possible to repre-
sent all possible nonsmooth deviatoric sections of a yield surface.
This statement justiﬁes the interest in the following theorem, cov-
ering the situations in which the yield surface presents corners for
values of h internal to (0,p/3).
Theorem 4.2 (Convexity of piecewise-smooth deviatoric repre-
sentation g(h) vs. convexity of the deviatoric section of the yield
surface). Assuming that g(h) is continuous and strictly positive in
[0,p/3] and twice-differentiable almost everywhere in (0,p/3), and
denoting by hi 2 (0,p/3) the singular points of g(h), convexity of
q
gðhÞ ð43Þ
as a function of S1,S2 is equivalent to the convexity of the deviatoric
section in the Haigh-Westergaard space:
g2 þ 2g02  gg00 P 0 8h 2 ð0;p=3Þ  fhig;
g0ð0Þ 6 0; g0ðp=3ÞP 0; ð44Þ
and
g0ðhiÞ > g0þðhiÞ 8hi: ð45Þ
Proof. Conditions (44) have been already proven in Theorem 4.1
and do not need further explanation. We therefore restrict our
attention to the singular points hi, to derive condition (45).
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deviatoric plane (taken clockwise from axis r^1; the proof can be
easily extended to the other sectors), 2q/3{cosh,cos(p/3  h)},
and the parametric representation (with the parameter ) of all
lines of slope k through this point (Fig. 6)
2
3
q cos hþ ;2
3
q cos
p
3
 h
 
þ k
 
: ð46Þ
The derivative of the restriction h of q/g(h) to this line is again given
by Eq. (24), with all the functions calculated at points (46). Taking
the limit values at  = 0,
rq ¼ 3
2
cos h
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2
sin h;
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sin h
( )
;
rh ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
q
H^ cos
p
3
 h
 
; cos h
n o
; ð47Þ
and noting that Hˆ =  1 in the p/3-sector under consideration (see
Fig. 3), we obtain
lim
!0
h0ðÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2gðhÞ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
cos h ð1þ 2kÞ sin h
h i

ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
2

 g
0
ðÞðhÞ
g2ðhÞ H^ ð1þ 2kÞ cos hþ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
sin h
h i
; ð48Þ
where
ðÞ ¼  for 1 < k < 
cos p=3hð Þ
cos h ;
	 for  cos p=3hð Þcos h < k < þ1:
(
ð49Þ
Using Eq. (48) into condition h0ð0Þ < h0þð0Þ yields in both cases
inequality (45). h
We are now in a position to state the generalization of the Prop-
osition 1 given by Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) to yield surfaces
with corners.
Theorem 4.3 (convexity of piecewise-smooth yield function vs.
convexity of the yield surface). Convexity of the yield function (1) is
equivalent to convexity of the meridian and deviatoric sections of the
corresponding yield surface in the Haigh-Westergaard representation.
In symbols:
convexity of FðrÞ ¼ f ðpÞ þ q
gðhÞ
()
f 00 P 0;
g2 þ 2g02  gg00 P 0 8h 2 ð0;p=3Þ  fhig;
g0ð0Þ 6 0; g0ðp=3ÞP 0;
g0ðhiÞ > g0þðhiÞ 8hi:
8>><>>: ð50Þ^
1σ
^
3σ
^
2σ
π/3 − θ{cos    ,θ − cos(          )}
π/3 − θcos(          )
cos θk =
k = + k = −
θ
k = 0
ρ
Fig. 6. Bundle of lines {cosh + ,cos(p/3  h) + k} in the deviatoric plane. Note
that k represents the slope of the lines in the nonorthogonal reference system
r^1; r^2.where g(h) is a continuous and strictly positive function in [0,p/3],
twice-differentiable almost everywhere in (0,p/3), and hi denotes the
singular points of g(h).
Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemma 4.2 and Theorems
3.1 and 4.2. h5. Conclusions
Yield surfaces used in elastoplasticity theory often have cor-
ners. For these nonsmooth functions, we have given in this paper
a general theorem providing necessary and sufﬁcient conditions
for the equivalence between the convexity of the deviatoric yield
function and its representation as a surface in the Haigh-West-
ergaard stress space. This theorem is useful for the deﬁnition of
new yield function or transformation function for phase-trans-
forming materials. We have also provided a generalization to
nonsmoothness of a theorem relating convexity of a scalar isotro-
pic function of tensorial variable to the convexity of the corre-
sponding functions of the tensor principal values. This can ﬁnd
applications in the formulation of nonsmooth-convex elastic po-
tential energy functions.Acknowledgement
DB acknowledges ﬁnancial support of PRIN Grant No.
2007YZ3B24 ‘‘Multi-scale Problems with Complex Interactions in
Structural Engineering” ﬁnanced by Italian Ministry of University
and Research.Appendix A
A.1. Proof of the auxiliary property of the scalar product of two
symmetric tensors
We provide the proof of the auxiliary property of the scalar
product of two symmetric tensors, which is often used (among
others, by Ogden, 1984). The property has been noticed by Hill
(1968), who did not provide a complete proof (which is only
sketched in a footnote), perhaps because of a lack of space. We
were not able to ﬁnd a proof of the property anywhere.
Theorem A.1. Let A,B be two symmetric tensors. Then, denoting by
a1,a2,a3 and b1,b2,b3 the eigenvalues of A and B, respectively,
A  B 6 a1b1 þ a2b2 þ a3b3; ðA:1Þ
given that the eigenvalues of the two tensors are numbered in the same
algebraic order.
Proof. Given the eigenvalues of the two tensors, we keep the
eigenvectors a1,a2,a3 of A ﬁxed and seek for the maximum of
A B as the eigenvectors b1,b2,b3 of B rotate with respect to
a1,a2,a3. Therefore, the problem can be formulated in terms of
the following optimization problem:
max
b1 ;b2 ;b3
A  B; ðA:2Þ
with the constraint that {b1,b2,b3} be an orthonormal basis,
bM  bN ¼ dMN; ðA:3Þ
where dMN is the Kronecker symbol.
This optimization problem can be solved using Lagrangean
multipliers, so that we maximize the function
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þ a2b1ða2  b1Þ2 þ a2b2ða2  b2Þ2 þ a2b3ða2  b3Þ2
þ a3b1ða3  b1Þ2 þ a3b2ða3  b2Þ2 þ a3b3ða3  b3Þ2
þK1ðb1  b1  1Þ þK2ðb2  b2  1Þ þK3ðb3  b3  1Þ
þK4ðb1  b2Þ þK5ðb2  b3Þ þK6ðb3  b1Þ; ðA:4Þ
as a function of b1,b2,b3 and the Lagrangean multipliers Ki
(i = 1, . . . , 6), thus obtaining
@A  B
@b1
¼ 2b1Ab1 þ 2K1b1 þK4b2 þK6b3 ¼ 0;
@A  B
@b2
¼ 2b2Ab2 þ 2K2b2 þK4b1 þK5b3 ¼ 0;
@A  B
@b3
¼ 2b3Ab3 þ 2K3b3 þK5b2 þK6b1 ¼ 0;
ðA:5Þ
together with the constraints (A.3).
In the case of distinct eigenvalues b1,b2,b3, the system (A.5) is
satisiﬁed if and only if
bM  AbN ¼ 0 for M–N; ðA:6Þ
and thus if and only if b1,b2,b3 are eigenvectors of A. This proves
that the extreme values of A B are attained when the two tensors
are coaxial. The maximum is then selected from six possibilities.
In the case b1 = b2– b3, the same line of thought used above
allows us to conclude that the extreme values of A B are attained
when b3 is an eigenvector of A, in which case the two tensors A and
B are coaxial and, choosing b3  a3, A B = (a1 + a2)b1 + a3b3.
The case b1 = b2 = b3 is trivial. The two tensors A and B are
coaxial and the scalar product is A B = (a1 + a2 + a3)b1. hA.2. The convexity condition given by Laydi and Lexcellent (2009)
Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) have shown, with the example re-
ported in Fig. 7, that the convexity conditions given by Bigoni
and Piccolroaz (2004) does not cover yield surfaces with corners.
In fact, by selecting within the class (1) the following function:
FðrÞ ¼ ft þ q=gðhÞ; g1ðhÞ ¼ 2 cos2 h; ðA:7Þ
the Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) conditions are satisﬁed, but,
although g0(0) = 0, the yield surface has concave corners at h = p/3,0
1
2g
(non−convex corner)
π/3(     ) < 0’
g
(smooth)
(0) = 0’
^
1σ3/2 / fc
^
2
σ
3/
2
/ f c
^
3σ3/2 / fc
a
Fig. 7. The example by Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) showing the possibility of describin
hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 are violated and indeed the deviatoric section of the yield su
biaxial plane r1/ft vs. r2/ft, with r3 = 0.g0(p/3) < 0 (instead of g0(p/3) > 0, corresponding to convex corners),
see Fig. 7.
Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) incorrectly argued that the Bigoni
and Piccolroaz (2004) proposition on convexity had ﬂaws, while
the problem lies only in the fact that the deviatoric section of the
yield surface described by Eq. (A.7) has corners, a case which is
not covered by the Bigoni and Piccolroaz (2004) proposition and
has been addressed in the present paper.
Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) also provided sufﬁcient conditions
for convexity of the deviatoric section of a smooth yield surface.
These conditions in our notation read
 cos hðgg0Þ þ sin hg2 P 0;
cos hðgg0Þ þ sin hð2g02  gg00ÞP 0;
(
ðA:8Þ
for all h 2 [0,p/3].
However, these conditions are neither necessary, nor sufﬁcient
for deviatoric sections with corners, while the correct, necessary
and sufﬁcient conditions are those speciﬁed by Theorem 4.1. To
fully justify this statement, we provide the two counter-examples
below.
Counter-example 1: Conditions (A.8) are not necessary for con-
vexity of yield functions, even with smooth deviatoric section.
This is made clear by the following counter-example (taken
from Eq. (3)2 with b = 0.5 and c = 0.99):
FðrÞ ¼  fc
gðp=3Þ þ
q
gðhÞ ;
1
gðhÞ ¼ cos 0:5
p
6
 cos
1 0:99 cos 3hð Þ
3
 
: ðA:9Þ
The deviatoric shape function (A.9)2 corresponds to a smooth
and convex deviatoric section, see Fig. 8, but it is easy to show that
it does not satisfy the condition (A.8)2.
Counter-example 2: Conditions (A.8) are not sufﬁcient for con-
vexity of deviatoric sections with corners.
This is made clear by the following counter-example:
FðrÞ ¼  fc
gðp=3Þ þ
q
gðhÞ ; gðhÞ ¼ h
2  0:8h4  h sin hþ 1: ðA:10Þ
The deviatoric shape function (A.10)2 corresponds to a noncon-
vex deviatoric section, see Fig. 9, but it is easy to show that it does
satisfy both conditions (A.8).1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0
2σ / f t
1σ / f t
b
g corners within the class of functions (1) with the choice (A.7). Since g0(p/3) < 0,
rface has reentrant corners at h = p/3. (a) Deviatoric section. (b) Yield surface in the
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Fig. 8. An example of convex and smooth yield surface, corresponding to Eq. (A.9), not satisfying the Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) conditions (A.8). (a) Deviatoric section. (b)
Yield surface in the biaxial plane r1/ft vs. r2/ft, with r3 = 0.
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Fig. 9. An example of nonconvex yield surface, corresponding to Eqs. (A.10), satisfying the Laydi and Lexcellent (2009) conditions (A.8). (a) Deviatoric section. (b) Yield
surface in the biaxial plane r1/ft vs. r2/ft, with r3 = 0.
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